CITY OF HAMILTON

BY-LAW NO. 13-144

To Amend By-law No. 10-209, a By-law to Regulate the Hamilton Farmers' Market

WHEREAS Council enacted a By-law to regulate the Hamilton Farmers' Market being City of Hamilton By-law No. 10-209;

AND WHEREAS this By-law provides for an amendment to the size of certain stalls in the Hamilton Farmers' Market and other amendments;

NOW THEREFORE the Council of the City of Hamilton enacts as follows:

1. Subsections 6(5), 6(5a) and 6(5b) of By-law No. 10-209 are deleted and replaced with the following new subsections 6(5), 6(5a), 6(5b) and 6(5c):

   6(5) Except as provided in subsections 6(5a), 6(5b) and 6(6), every stallholder shall occupy a stall having a frontage of no more than 24 feet.

   6(5a) Where the Market Supervisor determines there are sound business or logistical reasons which make it necessary for a stallholder to occupy a stall of more than 24 feet, the Market Supervisor may assign to such stallholder a stall having a frontage of no more than 30 feet.

   6(5b) The Market Supervisor may assign a stall having more than 30-feet frontage, where the Market Supervisor determines that the best use of the frontage in excess of 30-feet is to allocate it to the adjoining stallholder and it is not feasible or desirable to allocate the space for a different purpose.

   6(5c) The Market Supervisor shall not permit more than 20 stalls having a frontage of more than 24 feet to be operated at any given time.
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2. Section 2 of By-law No. 10-209 is amended by deleting the definition of
“Director of Culture” and adding the following new definition, in alphabetical
order:

“Director” means the Director to whom the Market Supervisor shall report, as
designated by the General Manager, Community Services;

3. By-law No. 10-209 is amended by deleting every reference to “Director of
Culture” and substituting in each case “Director”.

4. By-law No. 10-209 is amended by deleting every reference to the “Culture
Division”.

5. This By-law comes into force on the day it is passed.

PASSED this 22nd day of May, 2013.

R. Bratina
Mayor

M. Gallagher
Acting City Clerk